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There is no doubt that race is a critical factor in understanding Brazil. Yet, as Barbara J. Fields has so pointedly noted (in a discussion of the United States), many historians "tend to accord race a transhistorical, almost metaphysical, status that removes it from all possibility of analysis and understanding." In the Brazilian case, this occurs because scholars frequently assume "race" to be real and observable, not simply an ideological concept. Yet the superficial notion of race, with its assumption of commonality within a group, never really rang true, even in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. Indeed, those broad regional groupings so frequently discussed in the Brazilian context (Africans, Europeans, Brazilian indigenous peoples) did not share language, religion, physical type or culture, something that most Brazilians knew full well. Even cursory readings of everything from rural slave-owner reports to mid-twentieth-century diplomatic correspondence show that it was the rare member of the Brazilian elite who believed that a Tupi and a Guarani, a Portuguese Catholic and German Protestant, or a West African Hausa Muslim and a Central African Bantu animast, were the same. In fact, Brazil's elites went to great lengths to distinguish between, and define hierarchically, the various "races" within "racial" groups, something many historians have not done.

The races within races are, in modern parlance, ethnic groups. I do not use this term loosely; I mean for readers to understand "ethnicity" broadly, as defining groups distinct from others because of national or regional origin, or because of cultural traits. This separation from the dominant group may come from within or from without, and may be based on cultural differences such as language, attitudes towards marriage, and shared experiences.
regarding, among other things, food, work and clothing. Ethnicity, then, can be part of, or operate parallel to, both race and religion. Unlike sociologists such as Richard T. Schaefer, I do not classify race, religion, gender and ethnicity separately and exclusively.\textsuperscript{4} Furthermore, I do not mean to imply that the "new ethnicity" based on "a movement of self-knowledge ... and renewed self-consciousness" is not a legitimate social category, but rather that it is not useful in the case of nineteenth century Brazil.\textsuperscript{5}

What makes the analysis of ethnic groups in Brazil so difficult is that the intellectuals and economic and political leaders who created and defined social issues in the nineteenth century used a language of race to describe ethnicity. In other words, the presumptions about racial hierarchy and racial categories that had been formalized in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries created a specific language that simultaneously reflected and promoted a sense of white European superiority and generally used the word "race" as a synonym for color. By the mid-nineteenth century, however, no planter, budding industrialist, or politician was unconscious of the fact that Brazilian society was filled with people who did not fit the old categories, be they European Protestants or Jews, Asian Buddhists or Confucians, or North American black lawyers or white confederates. The "racial" differences had become far more complex that those of color alone.

I ideological modifications about culture and identity did not always change the vocabulary used to express the new sense of society. Even so, old language meant markedly new things to Brazil's elites and, from the early nineteenth century forward, race would no longer mean absolute categories based on color or biology but rather an increasingly complex notion of ethnicity bound up in ideas of religion, culture and economic experience, in addition to color.\textsuperscript{6} Furthermore, day-to-day contact with the wide range of ethnic groups, from within Brazil and from without, forced elites into a grudging respect for various peoples at the same time that they (the elites) were absolutely convinced of their God-given superiority. This contradiction was perturbing and while most planters and politicians knew full well that Asians were not Caucasians, the confusion was so great that, by 1935, one politician could comfortably insist in Brazil's House of Deputies, without fear of rebuttal, that "the Japanese colonist ... is whiter than the Portuguese (one)."\textsuperscript{7}

One of the earliest challenges to Brazil's old racial order came in the early nineteenth century when moral, political and economic questions about the institution of slavery began to be openly discussed. This was undoubtedly one result of slave resistance, which, as Warren Dean has so eloquently shown, made the institution an increasingly poor financial proposition.\textsuperscript{8} The economic strains combined with cultural pressure among European and North and South American elites to create a slowly expanding agreement that
a new system of labor, and specifically wage labor, was needed. Yet the idea of wage labor in Brazil, at least through 1890, was not mirrored by a desire to implant a system of exactly free labor. Indeed, there is much evidence that abolitionism was less than humanitarian in ideal. Rather, it reflected a desire to rid Brazil of its African populations and should not be construed as a desire to end slave-like treatment of laborers.

Following Brazil's independence from Portugal in 1822, and its reformation as an empire that would last until 1889, most of Brazil's elite believed that the best way to shift from slave to wage labor, and to "whiten" the country at the same time, was through European immigration. Yet the insistence of imperial leaders that the Catholic Church remain formally established, and that non-Catholics not be permitted public exercise of their faith, provided a major stumbling block to the entry of the large numbers of Central European Protestants emigrating at the time. Furthermore, many of Brazil's Portuguese settlers opposed European settlement outright, and, according to one observer, they were filled with such a high level of "national prejudice and inherent bigotry" that Irish Catholics were more interested in immigrating to the Protestant United States than to Catholic Brazil. Limitations on religious freedom were relaxed in the later years of the Empire to encourage Protestant immigration, but wretched treatment of German colonists in southern Brazil created a poor image among potential European migrants. By 1858, the situation had deteriorated to the point that the Prussian House of Deputies voted to oppose all immigration to Brazil, citing problems of treatment and referring to the German settlers as "nègres blancs" (black [slave] whites).

Many Brazilians continued to believe that Germans were the best colonists for Brazil's economic and social "advancement", but it was clear by mid-century that the expected European migrants would not be forthcoming. This, and the desire to rid Brazil of its African-descended population, led to a reconsideration of the social issue, including the possibility of Chinese immigration as a solution to the labor problem. For a Brazilian elite struggling to understand why the United States was booming, Chinese immigration to the U.S. (and to a lesser extent Peru, Cuba, and the British colonies in the Caribbean) provided a model ripe for repetition. There was even some sentiment in intellectual circles that Chinese were of the same "racial stock" as the indigenous people of northern Brazil and thus would be particularly easy to integrate. At the same time, the widespread European and North American image of Chinese workers as coolies, the derogative term used for Asian workers at the time, suggested that "docile" Chinese could be treated as slaves without fear of a response. Yet, as Ronald Takaki reminds us, Chinese migrants to the Americas as a rule were not coolies who had been kidnapped or coerced into service. Indeed, most Chinese paid for their own
passages, frequently borrowing money for the ticket through a broker and contractually agreeing to pay the loan plus interest from future wages.  

Participants in the nineteenth-century debate over the merits and problems of Chinese labor would eventually include Brazil's most important intellectuals, planters and politicians (often the same people). Names such as Quintino Bocayuva (leader of Rio de Janeiro's Republican party), Senator Alfredo D'Escagnolle Taunay (who would later become one of the leaders of the Sociedade Central de Imigração - Central Immigration Society), the progressive entrepreneur and industrialist Irineu Evangelista de Sousa (the Barão de Mauá), Conservative politician and President of the Province of Rio de Janeiro João Lins Vieira Cansanção de Sinimbú (who was later appointed Prime Minister), and the abolitionist politicians André Rebouças and Joaquim Nabuco, to name just a few, spoke frequently and fervently about "The Chinese Question." 

The positions taken were not always consistent with the Liberal or Conservative fame of the aforementioned. Indeed, the virulence of the pro and anti-Chinese movements led a bizarre assortment of Brazil's elites to share the same bed. The "anti" group included fervent nationalist/racists who believed that Chinese were biologically degenerate and that only Europeans could improve Brazil's racial stock, abolitionists who argued that Chinese labor would work in slave-like conditions and thus should not be permitted, and large landowners who believed that only Africans could do back-breaking plantation work. On the other side of the table, there were progressive plantation owners who saw the end of slavery approaching and looked simply to replace African slaves with another servile group, abolitionists convinced that Chinese contract labor would be a step forward on the path to full wage labor, and still others who fervently believed that Chinese workers had some inherited ability as agricultural laborers and would help make Brazil a more competitive player in the world market.

It should not be surprising that many of Brazil's leaders looked to the Chinese as a solution to the labor problem. Portugal, in 1511, became the first European maritime power to have direct relations with the Chinese empire, and by 1533 the Portuguese colony at Ningpo was "flourishing." Long-term economic and political relations with Asia via colonies in Macao and Timor created a climate in which Asians (from various ethnic and national groups) were historically seen as potential forms of free or semi-servile labor that would provide higher levels of production and lower levels of discontent than African slaves. Indeed, the word "mandarin," frequently used to describe members of the Chinese elite, comes from the Portuguese word "mandar" (to send or to order). In the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, Brazil itself had some modest commercial relations with Asia and it was not unusual for
Brazilian soldiers interested in furthering their careers to be sent to Asia, usually Goa, thus gaining some first-hand knowledge of the region. In 1807, the Bahian economist João Rodrigues de Brito, hoping that Brazil could mirror the success of the English colonies, argued that Chinese and East Indian laborers were "not only hard workers but are active, industrious and skilled in arts and agriculture" ["não só braços laboriosos, mas activos, industriosos, e peritos na prática das artes, e Agricultura."]

Positive assessments of Asian workers, a hope that tea could become an important Brazilian export commodity, and the growing English suppression of the slave trade convinced Portugal’s Foreign Minister in Rio de Janeiro, the Conde de Linhares, to consider bringing two million Chinese workers to Brazil. In 1810, several hundred Chinese tea growers began work on the imperial government’s tea plantations in Rio de Janeiro’s Botanical Gardens and Niteroi’s Fazenda Imperial de Santa Cruz (Santa Cruz Imperial Estate). This group, according to the Reverend Daniel Kidder, who was journeying in Brazil at the time, "was the probable first and last colony from Asia that ever settled in the New World; at least since its discovery by Europeans."] In 1812, four or five hundred more male migrants entered as the plan for extensive tea cultivation based on both Chinese technology and labor expanded. John Luccock, a British traveller who spent some 10 years in Brazil between 1808 and 1818, notes that these Chinese workers were experienced in the cultivation of tea and came from the interior provinces rather than the Guandong coastal province where most emigrants embarked.

Even so, tea cultivation, and thus Chinese colonization, was rapidly deemed a failure. Wilhelm L. von Eschwege, a German baron who spent eleven years in Brazil employed by the Court of Portugal as a colonel in the Royal Engineering Corps and Intendant General of Mines, claimed the project was abandoned because a real community was never created since "all the attempts to bring women were in vain" ["como fossem em vão todos os esforços para a vinda de mulheres."] John Luccock, on the other hand, believed that the problem was economic: he thought the Chinese were overpaid for their work, which he termed too "diligent ... too precise, and (too) slow in their modes of culture."

Yet whatever complaints Luccock had, they were subsumed to his curiosity about the racial/ethnic difference of the Chinese workers in the middle of what he saw as a society of blacks and whites. Following a series of conversations with the leader of the Chinese workers at the Fazenda Imperial de Santa Cruz, Luccock deemed the Chinese "extremely ignorant" but with an ability to understand new ideas "with a rapidity of comprehension which surpassed whatever I have observed of the kind in any other race." Indeed,
these "modern Greeks" were being held back only by their "barbarian" government and Luccock believed that if China would open itself to the world of science, "millions [of Chinese] would be raised to the dignity of men."24

Luccock's mixed reviews were mirrored by the Chinese workers, who had similar ambiguous feelings about Brazil. Dislocation was certainly one cause of this frustration. Another may have been that Leandro do Sacramento, director of the Rio de Janeiro Botanical Gardens, treated the Chinese tea growers poorly because he suspected they were intentionally failing to reveal their most sophisticated processing techniques. This may have been true, or it perhaps shows that the Chinese, who drank their tea green, were ignorant of Euro-Brazilian tastes.25 Whatever the reasons for Chinese dissatisfaction, in 1819 all the Chinese workers on Emperor Dom Pedro I's Fazenda Real formally complained about their treatment. The group, all men who signed their Chinese names (in characters) along with the names they had taken (or were forced to take) in Brazil (Manuel, Joaquim, Antonio, Luis, José), decided to take matters somewhat into their own hands since they had come from "remote country to establish themselves ... and be useful to agriculture and commerce"26 [remoto pais establecer - se ... por assim ser util a população agricola e commercio]. They suggested that one of the workers, who used the Brazilian name Domingos Manuel Antonio, be assigned as official interpreter for the group and be paid a special wage by the court for this job. There is no evidence as to whether Dom Pedro I ever replied to the request.

In 1814 and 1815, some official Chinese diplomatic missions appear to have arrived in Rio de Janeiro, presumably to discuss both immigration and trade. In September, 1814, the Brazilian Government's official Registro de Estrangeiros (Foreign Register) notes the entry of four Chinese who were housed at the residence of the Conde da Barca, Antônio de Araujo de Azevedo, Minister of War and Foreign Affairs from 1812 to 1817.27 The following year, the Conselheiro Miguel de Arriaga Brum da Silveira contracted a small group of Chinese from Macao to work in the service of Rio de Janeiro's Royal Naval Arsenal.28 In 1835, the German traveller Johann Moritz Rugendas found a group of about three hundred Chinese still working as royal tea planters. His surprise led him to make "special mention" of the group in his accounts of his travels and he even engraved a wood block print entitled a "Plantation Chinoise de Thé dans le Jardim Boutanique de Rio-Janeiro" to illustrate his comments.29 While it would be incorrect to suggest that it was Rugendas who set the terms of the debate over the Chinese in Brazil that would take place throughout the rest of the nineteenth century, it is worth noting that he did focus on exactly the points that would be repeated regularly over the next sixty-five years.

Rugendas believed it would be "a great advantage for [Brazil] to have vast
Chinese colonies. He suggested that the Chinese were uniquely adaptable to changes in climate, an important point in the debate over which immigrants were best suited to Brazil. Rugendas, without using the word, also claimed that the Chinese were easily assimilable, pointing out that "many of them marry [Brazilians]." Indeed, by the 1930s, concerns about assimilation had become so much a part of Brazilian elite culture that it was formalized into law. Rugendas looked outside the country for affirmation of his ideas, as did so many other Brazilians. Since Brazil’s economic advancement would be colonial in nature, Rugendas argued that Chinese were good for Brazil because of the "growing Chinese colonies in the English concession of Australia.”

Rugendas was nothing if not an honest commentator. Since the tea plantations he observed were far from successful, he needed to explain why the Brazilian government should import Chinese workers in ever larger numbers. Foreshadowing comments that would be regularly made decades later, Rugendas suggested that there were "good" and "bad" Chinese immigrants, terms simply reflective of ethnic and regional differences within China. A notion of ethnic differences was clearly on Rugendas’s mind when he scolded the Brazilians for their lack of knowledge of China and the assumption that all Chinese were biologically adept at growing tea since "it is important to choose ... the Chinese who, in their fatherland, already have experience." The failure of tea cultivation was thus the fault of the Conde de Linhares, who had erred in not taking "more care in the choice of the Chinese imported," getting coastal residents who were peddlers or cooks rather than experienced tea growers. Yet again Rugendas was prescient; by the late nineteenth century, those opposed to Chinese entry to Brazil often complained that the migrants invariably came from coastal regions where they had experience in commerce rather than agriculture. In Brazil, the Chinese were viewed as monopolizing certain sectors of commerce (such as the shrimp and street food stall business in Rio de Janeiro) rather than working on the land where they were needed.

By the 1840’s, the tea plantations and their Chinese cultivators, which now existed in Rio de Janeiro, Niteroi, and at José Arouche de Toledo Rondon’s São Paulo estate, had "dwindled down to be little more than a matter of curiosity." What was curious, however, was not the tea but the Chinese. Daniel Kidder, like the aforementioned travellers, dedicated a sub-headed portion of one of the chapters of his book of travels, Sketches of Residence and Travels in Brazil Embracing Historical and Geographical Notices of The Empire and its Several Provinces (1845), to the "Chinese Colony in Brazil." Yet it was economics, not ethnicity, that discouraged Brazil’s imperial leadership from considering seriously the entry of large numbers of Chinese
workers. When the British government suggested, in 1843, that Brazil import 60,000 Chinese to help replace slave labor, and Lord Aberdeen personally offered to help conduct the diplomatic negotiations, the Brazilian Chamber of Deputies refused to act on the plan.37

By the early 1850s, pressure from the English, and a continued sense that there existed specific Chinese ethnic groups who were sophisticated laborers and were genetically servile "racially," encouraged a regeneration of the debate among Brazil's political and economic leaders. In 1850, the Imperial Government gave a ten-year concession to a Rio businessperson, Matheus Ramos, to create a transport and business company between Asia and Brazil, under the condition that he bring twenty colonists a year, at no charge, in order to help improve the Brazilian tea trade.38 That same year, Ramos apparently succumbed to the Yellow Fever, effectively ending the attempt.39 Two years later, an English ship captain named Muir, whose main employment was the transport of Chinese workers, approached Brazil's Legation in London offering to bring workers from the Fukien Province, experienced in sugar cane cultivation, for a relatively low price. The subject, however, was never broached with the Brazilian Imperial Government.40 In 1854, Manoel de Almeida Cardozo, a merchant who had previously worked in transporting Portuguese colonists to various parts of the globe, offered to transport laborers from various Asian ports to Brazil.41 Yet again, nothing seems to have come of this.

At the end of 1854, the Imperial Government ordered its Legation in England to bring at least 6,000 Chinese to Brazil. The negotiations with a British agent, however, did not provide the expected low costs. Initially, the Brazilian Legation entered into discussion with a Member of Parliament, J. Forster, whose company, Forster and Smith, traded with Africa and had promoted Chinese immigration to the English colonies. Forster and Smith quoted a price of £25/person to bring the coolies to Brazil, but this was deemed excessive by the Legation. A later proposal at £22 from a Boston, Massachusetts (U.S.A) merchant was also rejected.

In late June, 1855, Brazil's government finally signed a contract with the Boston firm of Sampson and Tappan, which guaranteed the entrance of 2,000 Chinese over the next 18 months for a price of £20, with a £1 fine/person if the 2,000 person guarantee was not met.42 Eschwege had complained some forty years earlier that the problem with the Chinese brought to cultivate tea in Rio was that they were all males, and the new contract demanded that all the colonists be married, with the right to bring wives and children under 12 years old. Furthermore, men who were engaged to be married had the right to bring their fiancées. The one catch was that the Brazilian government would only
pay Sampson and Tappan for women and children not exceeding one-third of the total number.

This contract showed a new sophistication regarding ethnicity on the part of the Brazilian government. It was clearly written with the idea that not all Chinese were the same, certainly not the impression painted by opponents who uniformly portrayed the group as immoral, lazy and biologically defective. The contract, for example, noted experiential differences by stipulating that the largest part of the two thousand workers had to have worked in sugar cane cultivation. Another fifty to one hundred members of the group had to be specialists in tea cultivation from Amoy, Shanghai, Ningpo, Cunsingmoon and Namoe, areas where the leaf was harvested. Furthermore, rejecting the idea that Chinese men were biologically incapable of drug addiction, the contract specified that each migrant had to be "vigorous, sober, and not addicted to opium." The writing of formal immigration contracts did not lead to the large-scale entry of Chinese, in part because demand among Brazil's planters was never high enough to sustain any company set up for the task. Furthermore, as the discussion of abolition moved into the realm of policy, growing numbers of influential Brazilians argued that Chinese labor would be slave-like in nature and would prevent the "whitening" of Brazil. This debate became virulent over the course of the nineteenth century and eventually encompassed a complex set of diplomatic negotiations between the Chinese, British and Brazilian governments. The result, however, finally came from the migrant sending country. In 1879, the Chinese Emperor simply banned all his subjects from migrating to Brazil. The story of the Chinese in Brazil had ended, but the idea of Asian labor was not abandoned. Within fifteen years, Japanese diplomats would be meeting with Brazil's highest officials searching for a location to send the "many thousands" who would eventually form the world's largest concentration of Japanese outside Japan. The end of the Chinese Question in Brazil was only the beginning of a larger and more complex "Ethnic Question" that still remains unresolved.
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